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    CELLBOX: A special case that saves lives  
    bwh case manufactorer developed for Cellbox Solutions safe 
    transport box for living cells 
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In order to be able to transport living cells between clinics, 

research facilities or other institutions, a freeze-thaw 

process has been used until now. This procedure often 

results in damage or even total failure for the sensitive cells. 

Cellbox Solutions GmbH as a spin-off of the Fraunhofer 

Institute for Marine Biotechnology and Cell Technology in 

Lübeck has now, together with the experts of bwh 

Spezialkoffer GmbH, developed a safe transport box which 

for the first time makes it possible to transport living cell 

cultures, tissue, cell-based samples and similar biomaterials 

under laboratory conditions.  

 

As a mini incubator, the Cellbox adapts the temperature and 

gas atmosphere during transport to the sensitive goods to 

be transported and was specially developed for IPSCs and 

IPCS-derived cells. A project that confronted the responsible 

persons at Cellbox Solutions and bwh Spezialkoffer with 

many challenges. "We want to improve the lives of others by 

offering innovative and new logistic solutions for the correct 

handling of living cells and biological structures. And we 

have succeeded in this cooperation project with bwh 

Spezialkoffer", says Dr. Hans Nagels, responsible for 

product development at Cellbox. 
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"The case had to be very robust, but also easy to transport. 

And then there were numerous detailed requirements, such 

as technical feasibility in handling CO2 and exact 

temperature control during transport. 

Thus, the case has been equipped with a lot of high-tech 

inside: A touch display provides constantly updated 

information on incubation temperature, CO2 concentration 

and remaining time. The incubation temperatures can be 

preset between 28o° C and 38o° C depending on the 

ambient temperature and the CO2 concentration can be 

selected between 0 and 20 percent. The power supply is 

provided by a powerful Li-ION battery and a 100 - 230 volt 

connection. All data can also be checked via Bluetooth by 

using an app. The outer housing is made of ABS plastic, 

which absorbs shocks and protects the incubation chamber 

during transport. The mechanical stability therefore played a 

special role in the development. This means that the 

sensitive transport goods can be transported safely and 

successfully for up to 24 hours - by road, rail, ship or even 

air freight.  

 

"Such a special development could only be realized with a 

case manufacturer like bwh", says Dr. Hans Nagels of 

Cellbox Solutions. "A conventional case would have been 

no alternative. The Cellbox is already in use and has fulfilled 

all expectations in terms of reliability and robustness. The 

result is a really good product, which now makes it possible 

to transport valuable cell material much faster, easier and 

with a higher quality."  

 

About bwh special case manufacture:  

For almost 40 years the bwh Spezialkoffer GmbH from 

Hörstel-Bevergern in Germany has been synonym for 

individual case solutions developed according to the highest 

quality criteria. With around 130 employees, more than 

150,000 cases are produced every year for a wide variety of 



applications. Today the company has long since become 

one of the European market leaders in the development and 

production of exclusive transport, presentation, sample or 

equipment cases.  

 


